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Abstract 
 

This paper addresses a Permutation Flow-shop Scheduling Problem (PFSP) where there is a finite number of 
transporters between any two successive machines to carry jobs from one machine to the subsequent machine. In 
order to solve the problem, an effective Anarchic Society Optimization (ASO) algorithm is developed to find a 
sequence of jobs with nearly-minimum makespan. The proposed ASO algorithm is compared with a Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) algorithm on a set of benchmark test problems. The results show that the ASO algorithm 
considerably outperforms the PSO algorithm. Finally, a sensitivity analysis is carried out to examine the impact of 
the number of transporters on the performance of the manufacturing system. 
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1. Introduction 
In today’s competitive world, effective scheduling is one of the necessities of survival in the market. Scheduling of 
operations plays an important role in the manufacturing and service industries, especially in the production, 
transportation, distribution, processing of information and communication. In general, scheduling problems determine 
the priority of activities to achieve the specific goals considering some requirements and limitations. One of the 
standard assumptions of almost all scheduling problems is that the time needed for moving each job from one 
machine to another machine is negligible. Although this assumption is often justified, there are many practical 
situations that it has no longer held because transportation times are significantly large and there are a limited number 
of transporters. In fact, in most manufacturing and distribution systems, semi-finished jobs will be transferred from a 
processing facility to other ones by a number of material handling transporters including Automated Guided Vehicles 
(AGVs), robots and conveyor belts. 

In the literature, there are several papers that consider simultaneous scheduling of jobs and material handling 
equipment like AGVs (Raman et al. 1986, Langston 1987, Anwar et al. 1998, Jawahar et al. 1998, Khayat et al. 2006, 
Kumar et al. 2011). Kise (1991) proved that the makespan minimization in a flow-shop scheduling problem with two 
machines and constant transportation times and one transporter is an NP-Hard problem. Several authors (Bilge and 
Ulusoy 1995, Ulusoy et al. 1997, Naderi et al. 2009) studied an off-line integrated production and material handling 
scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing the makespan in a flexible manufacturing system under various 
assumptions. Other papers that consider related problems in job-shop or flow-shop problems are (Hurink and Knust 
2001, Hurink and Knust 2002, Hurink and Knust 2005, Boudhar and Haned 2009). This paper studies a permutation 
flow-shop considering the transportation times where there are a finite number of transporters between any two 
successive machines. This generalizes the problem considered in Naderi et al. (2010) where there is either one or 
infinite number of machines between any two successive machines. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a formal description of the problem. 
Section 3 establishes algorithms based on Anarchic Society Optimization (ASO) and Particle Swarm Optimization 
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(PSO) to solve the proposed problem. Section 4 presents numerical study, and Section 5 concludes the paper. 

 
2. Problem description 
A Permutation Flow-shop Scheduling Problem (PFSP) consists of scheduling of n jobs with given processing times 
on m machines where all jobs have the same processing routes on machines and the sequences of processing jobs on 
all machines are identical. To be more precise, in a PSFP, a set of n jobs, { }nJJJJ ,...,, 21= , must be done on a set of 
m machines, { }mM ,...,2,1= . Each job iJ  requires a set of operations, { }miiii OOOO ,2,1, ,...,,= , to complete its 
manufacturing process. Operation jiO .  must be processed on machine j and incurs jiP ,  units of time. A job can be 
started on machine j if its process on machine j-1 is finished, and machine j is free. If a job is in the kth position in a 
sequence on the first machine, then it will be in the kth position on all the other machines. Moreover, we consider 
the following assumptions: 

• A set of n jobs { }nJJJJ ,...,, 21=  is available at time zero, 
• Each job needs m (number of machines) different operations and each operation is only performed on a 

specific machine, 
• Machines have sufficient buffers for processing all jobs, 
• At a time, each job can be processed only on one machine, and each machine can process only one job, 
• For each operation, the setup time is independent of the job sequence, and it is included in the processing 

time of the job, 
• Characteristics of jobs are specific and the jobs are predefined, 
• All processing times are assumed to be deterministic, 
• Interruption of operations due to preemption is not allowed, 
• The transportation times of jobs between machines are not dispensable, 
• Empty-moving times for transporters are taken into account, 
• There are a finite number of transporters between any two successive machines that carry jobs from one 

to the other. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Layout of a flow-shop environment with transporters 

 

The main feature of the proposed PFSP is that here, transportation times between machines are considered where a 
finite number of transporters exist between any two successive machines to move semi-finished jobs. Figure 1 shows 
that the layout of a flow-shop environment. 
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In this environment, there are 3 jobs that must be processed on 4 machines with the order 321   JJJ . There are 5, 1 
and 3 transporters between machines 1 and 2, machines 2 and 3, and machines 3 and 4, respectively. Figure 2 depicts 
the Gantt chart for specific transportation and processing times. The makespan of this example is the completion time 
of the last job 3J  on the last machine 4M . 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Gantt chart for the example given in Figure 1 

 
3. Problem description 
To solve the PFSP explained in the previous section, we design two heuristic algorithms based on Anarchic Society 
Optimization (ASO) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). The following subsections briefly explain these 
algorithms. 
 
3.1 Anarchic Society Optimization (ASO) 
The algorithm proposed in this section is based on ASO that is a human-inspired optimization method introduced by 
Ahmadi-Javid (2011). ASO is inspired by a human society whose members behave anarchically and adventurously 
to find much better situations. The members become more nervous and greedier as the differences among people 
intensify. Using such members, ASO explores the solution space perfectly and avoids falling into local optimums. 
The mathematical description of ASO is given in the following. 

Given the problem of minimizing a function )(xf  over the set ,dR⊂Ω  an ASO algorithm tries to solve the 
problem by using a society of members exploring the solution space Ω to seek the global optimal solution. In the 
kth iteration of the algorithm, each member of society i (i = 1, 2,…, N ) has three characteristics as three d-
dimensional vectors: 

• )(kSiti : The situation of the ith member, 

• )(kDiri : The movement direction associated with the selected movement of the ith member, 

• )(kBesti : The best personal previously experienced situation, 

and the society has a characteristic expressed as a d-dimensional vector: 

• )(kGBest : The situation of the best member in the society. 

Steps of the proposed ASO algorithm are presented below in a nutshell: 

Step 1: Initialize the members’ situations and movement directions, )1(),1( ii DirSit , randomly, and compute the 
objective functions for all society members. 

Step 2: For member i in iteration k: 
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• Define the fickleness index )(iFI k , and then determine a movement policy )(iMPk
Current  based on 

vectors )1(),( −kDirkSit ii , and the fickleness index, 
• Define the external irregularity index )(iEI k , and then determine a movement policy )(iMPk

Society  
based on the other society members’ situations ,),.( ijkSit j ≠  and the external irregularity index, 

• Define the internal irregularity index )(iII k , and then determine a movement policy )(iMPk
Past  

based on the member’s past situations )1(),...,1( −kBestBest ii  and the internal irregularity index, 

• Determine a movement policy based on the three movement policies )(iMPk
Current , )(iMPk

Society  and 

)(iMPk
Past . 

• Update the current situation of member i by the determined movement policy. 
Step 3: If the termination condition is met, then stop; otherwise, repeat steps (2)–(3). 

The elements of the proposed ASO including movement policies and associated parameters are described in the 
following. For more technical details we refer to Ahmadi-Javid (2011). 

• Movement policy based on current situation: 

For member i, the fickleness index )(iFI k  is defined as 

))((
))(())(()(

kGbestf
kGbestfkSitfiFI ik −

= , 

where the objective function )(yf  is the makespan of the decoded solution associated with the real vector dRy∈  

(see Figure 3) and the movement policy )(iMPk
Current  as follows: 





=)(iMPk
Current  

Move in a −ε neighborhood of its past movement direction α≤)( iFI k  
Move toward the situation of a randomly selected member (say j) otherwise 

where α  is a given threshold. The direction associated with this movement policy is 

otherwise 
)( 

)()(
)(

α≤





−
=

iFI
kSitkSit

D
kDir

k

ij
i  

where ε  is a given positive number and D  is a vector uniformly taken from the box 
)]1()1( ),1()1[( −×+−×− kDirkDir ii εε . 

• Movement policy based on the other society members’ situations: 

For member i, we define the external irregularity index )(iEI k  as follows: 

))((

))(())}(({ 
)(

kGbestf

kGbestfkSitfMax
iEI iik

−
= , 

and the movement policy )(iMPk
Society  as follows: 





=)(iMPk
Society  

Move toward Gbest member’s situation β≤)(iEI k  
Move toward the situation of a randomly selected member (say j) otherwise 
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where β  is a given threshold. The direction associated with this movement policy is 

otherwise 
)(

)()(
))()((

)(
β≤





−
−×

=
iEI

kSitkSit
kSitkGbestR

kDir
k

ij

i
i  

where R is a uniform random number in the interval (0, 1). 
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Figure 3: Procedure of calculating makespan of a decoded solution x in ASO and PSO algorithms 

 
• Movement policy based on the member’s past situations: 

For member i, the internal irregularity index )(iII k  and )(iMPk
Society  are defined as follows: 

))((
))(())(()(

kGbestf
kGbestfkBestfiII ik −

=  
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=)(iMPk
Past  

Move toward best personal situation experienced by member (Besti)  γ≤)(iII k  
Move toward the situation of a randomly selected member (say j)  otherwise 

where γ  is a given threshold. The direction associated with this movement policy is 

otherwise 
)(

)()(
))()((

)(
γ≤





−
−×

=
iII

kSitkSit
kSitkBestR

kDir
k

ij

ii
i  

where R is a uniform random number in the interval (0, 1). 

After determining the three movement policies, moving to a new situation is done by updating )(kSiti  as follows: 

)()()1( kDirkSitkSit iii +=+  

where )(kDiri  is the direction associated with the final movement policy obtained based on three movements 

policies )(iMPk
Current , )(iMPk

Society  and )(iMPk
Past . The elitism, sequential and other combination rules (see Ahmadi-

Javid [1]) can be used to obtain the final movement policy based on these movement policies. 
 

3.2 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
PSO is an evolutionary algorithm introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). The PSO algorithm is based on the 
social behavior of animals, such as bird flocking or fish schooling. The algorithm works by initializing swarm of 
particles like bird or fish randomly over the search space. Each particle has two characteristics: velocity and position. 
These particles move with a certain velocity and try to find the global best position after some iterations. Each particle 
iteratively adjusts its velocity vector, based on its tendency toward best personal previously visited position pbest and 
tendency toward the best position of its neighbors gbest, then compute a new position that the particle decide to fly 
there. Supposing )(kPosi  is the position vector and )(kVeli  is the velocity vector of particle i , a PSO algorithm 
updates the vectors as follows: 

))()(())()(()()1( 2211 kPoskgbestrckPoskpbestrckwVelkVel iiiii −+−+=+  
)1()()1( ++=+ kVelkPoskPos iii  

where k denotes the iteration number. Two constants 1c and 2c are called cognitive and social parameters, 
respectively, r1 and r2 are two random numbers in interval (0, 1) and w  is the inertia weight factor. Ahmadi-Javid 
[1] showed that PSO is a special case of ASO framework.  

For both proposed ASO and PSO algorithms, Figure 3 shows the pseudo code used to compute the makespan of 
the decoded solution x which is a permutation vector whose elements are the rank of corresponding element in the 
vector )(kSiti  for the ASO algorithm, and )(kPosi  for the PSO algorithm. 

 

4. Numerical Study 
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed ASO and PSO algorithms. The algorithms are coded in 
C++ and run with a PC with 2.66 GHz Intel Core i5 and 4 GB of RAM memory under a Windows operating system. 
Both algorithms are tested ten times on 57 instances including 45 small-sized and medium-sized and 12 large-sized 
instances which are considered in Taillard’s benchmark (Taillard 1993). For each instance, we run both algorithms 
and then compute the Relative Percentage Deviation (RPD) which is computed as follows: 

Best
BestARPD −

=
lg  

where Alg is the objective value of the solution obtained by the algorithm, and Best is the best objective value 
obtained by the ASO and PSO algorithms in ten runs. The processing times are taken from Taillard’s instances, 
which are uniformly distributed over (1, 99), and the transportation times are uniformly taken from (1, 35). The 
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empty-moving times equal 6 units of time, and the numbers of transporters between each two successive machines 
are uniformly distributed over the set {1,…, n}. 

The parameters of the ASO algorithm are set as follows %10 and %5.2  %,15 %,5 ==== εγβα . The blended 
crossover (BLX-α) (Settles and Soule 2005) is used for the Gbest member in the ASO algorithm. The elitism rule is 
considered as the combination rule. The parameters of the PSO algorithm are set as follows 

4and0 ,4 ,1 ,2 ,2 maxminmax21 ======  Vel PosPos wcc . Both algorithms are terminated after 400 iterations. 

Average RPDs for both algorithms are plotted in Figure 4. This figure shows that the ASO algorithm is 
significantly effective than the PSO algorithm in almost all instances. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Comparison of proposed ASO and PSO algorithms 

 

We now carry out a sensitivity analysis for an instance of the PFSP with 4 machines and 8 jobs, m = 4, n = 8, to 
assess the impact of the numbers of transports on the improvement of makesapn. Consider the coefficient C: 

100
)8(

)8()(
×

−
=

MT
MTkMTC  

where )(kMT  is the makespan obtained by the ASO algorithm when there are k transporters between any two 
successive machines. As the coefficient C tends to zero, the performance of the manufacturing system increases. For 

8=k  we have 0=C , since )8(MT  is the best makespan for this problem considering that we have only 8 jobs in 
this example. 
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Figure 5: Impact of number of transporters on performance of a manufacturing system with four machines and eight 
jobs 

 
Assume that the processing times are taken uniformly from (1, 99), and the transportation and return times are 

taken uniformly from (1, θ×50) and (1, θ×25), respectively, for θ = 1, 2, 4, 8. Figure 5, depicts C  for different values 
of θ = 1, 2, 4, 8 and k = 1, 2,…, 8. From this figure, one can see that, for example, for θ = 2, having two transporters 
between any two successive machines is the same as the case of having eight transporters. Even for the extreme case 
of θ = 8, where transportation times are much greater than processing times, the performance of the manufacturing 
system with four transporters between each two successive machines is the same as the case of eight transporters. 
This analysis indicates that by exploiting a few of transporters between any two successive machines we can 
approximately achieve the full performance, that is, 0≈C . 

 
5. Concluding Remarks 
This paper deals with a permutation flow-shop scheduling problem with a finite number of transporters between any 
two successive machines. The objective is to minimize the makespan, the maximum completion time of jobs. To 
solve large-sized instances of the problem, an effective Anarchic Society Optimization (ASO) algorithm is developed. 
The ASO algorithm is compared with a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. The results show that the ASO 
algorithm significantly outperforms the PSO algorithm on a set of benchmark test problems. Lastly, a sensitivity 
analysis is carried out to assess the effect of the number of transporters between successive machines on the 
makespan. This shows that a small number of transporters, compared to the number of jobs, are sufficient to nearly 
achieve the best possible makesapn. 

Future research needs to examine more complicated systems such as job-shop environment with different 
transportation systems. Integration of scheduling and designing the transportation system is another fruitful but 
challenging avenue for research study. 
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